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The Making of a Scientist



What does an astronomer do?

A good researcher 
needs to be a good 
communicator!

Writing skills (in English!)
Presentation skills



“Your success as a scientist will depend on your ability to 
speak, your ability to write, and the quality of your ideas,    

in that order.”
—P. Winston, MIT



https://www.fems.org/news/how-write-paper-about-your-research





The same way you learned how to solve an equation or 
make an experiment, you can learn to write

Writing is an art and can be perfected
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Nature astronomy 2022



A good writer is a good reader
Read, read, read! (in English)

The New Yorker
The Guardian, The New York Times

New Scientist
Nature, Science 



Learn to write

Collect examples of especially good writing 
whenever you come across them

Go over them in an attentive manner

Reread them on a regular basis

S. Montgomery



Adopting tricks of the trade from colleagues is done everywhere else 
in research – why not in writing?

Beware plagiarism, blatant copying, and appropriation. 

Be honest about whose work you emulate – and thank 
them for inspiring you!



Writing process

Prewriting
Drafting
Revising
Editing

Evaluating
Publishing





One paper = One idea

Write it down 
(not as part of the paper)

Discuss with colleagues

Write an outline of the paper

Prewriting



Before starting to write

Invent and own a new word!
See also
Erin McKea



“First distract the target, then block his blind jab and counter. 
Then discombobulate!”

Discombobulate: to throw into a state of confusion. 



Recombobulate

To cause to think clearly again; to reorient; 
to put back into working order.



New words

to be demoted without due cause or reason

English word 
of the year 

2006

Anne Curzan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6NU0DMjv0Y



I was captain of the ship for one 
day, but then I was plutoed.

Anne Curzan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6NU0DMjv0Y



Science is made of new words

electron
neuron

bacteria
gravity

black hole
dark energy

inflation
quark
pulsar
quasar

big bang

“One could say that 
scientific progress is 
done through new 
words!”

M. Kuchner



Gaia Enceladus

Gaia Enceladus



If you have really a completely new idea, 
invent a new word!

If you can’t justify one, then try to define an acronym for 
your project 





Structure of a Paper
Title

Authors
Abstract

Keywords
Introduction
(Materials and) Methods/Observations
Results (includes figures and tables)
Discussion
Conclusion

Acknowledgements
References
Appendices

IMRaD
format

Order in a paper.
Not necessarily the 
order in which you 
write it!







Writing process

Prewriting
Drafting
Revising
Editing

Evaluating
Publishing



Writing Process – Drafting

Write quickly
Do not ponder over words; keep going; leave gaps if necessary; aim for 

a natural flow

Write in your own voice
Express yourself in your own way will help you to say what you mean 

more exactly; if your reader can 'hear' your voice, reading will be easier

Write without interruption
Try to find a time and place where you can think and write without 

distractions



“After finishing a rough draft, I would spend the rest of the 
day obsessing about getting creamed by a car before I 
could write a decent second draft. I’d worry that people 

would read what I’d written and believe that the accident 
had really been a suicide.”

—Anne Lamott’s Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life 



Writing process

Prewriting
Drafting
Revising
Editing

Evaluating
Publishing



Revise

The writer becomes a reader and makes changes.

During revision, you should delete what is not needed and 
add what is missing 



Revise



Writing process

Prewriting
Drafting
Revising
Editing

Evaluating
Publishing



Editing Hints

Read the paper once all the way through

Reread all the way through out-loud or backwards



Fi yuo cna raed tihs, yuo hvae a sgtrane mnid too.

It dseno’t mtaetr in what oerdr the ltteres in a 
wrod are. The olny iproamtnt tihng is taht the frsit

and lsat ltteer msut be in the rghit pclae. 





Editing Hints

Read the paper once all the way through

Reread all the way through out-loud or backwards

Look for
Passive voice

Inconsistent verb tenses and subject/verb disagreement
Improper pronoun references

Jargon 
Typos



The Panda eats, shoots, and leaves

The Panda eats shoots and leaves

Punctuation 
does matter!

The Panda’s story



Use punctuations correctly



Reading levels

Title (general audience)

Abstract

Main text (specialised audience)

Adapted from 



Title of your paper is essential: make it engaging



Towards an engaging title





Golden rule: Tell a Story

in
ve
rs
e.
co
m

can get the 
greatest 
attention and 
get a message 
across

Humans have been telling 
stories since the origins of 
time, like in these cave 
paintings. Such stories are at 
the origin of language. 

Our brains are wired such that stories become memorable



So if possible, your papers and your talks should be telling 
stories.

Even at the level of sentences, you need to have stories…



Tell a Story

Characters
Actions

Make characters subjects and their actions verbs

Characters: tangible, concrete nouns



Favour the active voice

Only if a good reason exists to use 
the passive voice, use it – for 
example in the Methods section of 
your paper



Choose your Words with Care

Avoid long words
Don’t try to sound smart

Omit needless words



Proposals

Observing time
Supercomputing time

Grant proposal
Job application

Likely the most important documents 
you have to write



Proposals

A consistent story

It is a story without an ending

It should make the reader 
want to see the work done 



Proposals

Every proposal reader constantly scans for clear answers to 
3 questions: 

1. What are we going to learn as the result of the proposed 
project that we do not yet know?

2. Why is it worth knowing?
3. How will we know that the conclusions are valid? 

Social Science Research Council 



Avoid empty sentences

Avoid generic and empty sentences, especially at the start of 
your proposal. For example:

The study of […] is one of the key fields of modern astrophysics.

One can replace […] by your preferred subject and it will be 
true. But the reader didn’t learn anything and will now have the 
feeling they will lose their time. 

Start with a sentence that will trigger interest.



“First sentences are doors to worlds.”
—Ursula K. Le Guin



The opening paragraph is your chance to grab the 
reviewer's attention. 

Use it. 

This is the moment to overstate, rather than understate, your 
point or question.  You can add the conditions and caveats 

later. 

Social Science Research Council 



Proposals

Major proposal should contain 3 kind of 
figures

Your papers would benefit from this as 
well



Beautiful Butterfly Figure

Many proposals start 
with one figure whose 
purpose is just to grab 
the reader’s attention 

– A pretty picture –

They also make good 
introductory slides for 

a talk.



Family Portrait Figure

A figure that sums up the contributions of everyone else in the field, a figure 
that plots as many people’s data or theories on it as possible



Before/After Figure

Every proposal should have one. 

Show your readers an example of what 
they have now and next to it, an example 
of what they can expect to get if they 
fund your proposal. 

You can make this comparison in one 
panel, with different coloured lines or 
symbols.



Conferences

6
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The presentation style depends on

Kind of presentation: lecture? invited colloquium? short talk? 
public talk?

Audience: specialists in your field? astronomers in general? 
students? general public? native speakers?



Know thy Audience!

One needs to change content, language and style
according to audiences

Effective communication is mind-reading, you need to 
know your audience

what are their concerns?
what do they know already?
what do they think they know? 
do they have preconceptions?



In all communication, and especially when talking

Don’t start by explaining your research or what you have 
discovered.

Start with something your audience will be interested in! 
Something relevant to them that will capture their attention.

à Curiosity (hooks the mind)
à Emotions (hooks the heart)

Never start with an outline of your talk!



Tell them why they should care



Everybody like people who are positive and enthusiast

At the beginning of your presentation, a smile on your face 
makes a difference

During the talk, be energetic and enthusiast

Authentic passion is one of the secrets 
of an excellent talk



Stage fright



Practice, Practice, Practice

Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice



An experiment
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Minimal Web Marketing Strategy for the Busy Student/Postdoc

• Create an email signature 
• Youtube: post your videos 

• Update the Wikipedia article that’s about your research 
• Linked-In: make a profile 
• Make a research website

M. Kunchner



Web site

Contact Information
CV, with your photo
List of publications with links to papers (+lay summary or visual 
abstracts)
Images and Videos



Web site

Give Away Freebies

Slides of your talks (! ©)
Catalogues
Figures
Codes, including codes to make figures or to 
access catalogues
Links to observatories, supercomputers, …



“Science is like 
a parachute: if it 
is not open, it 
won’t save you!”

You’ll also gain 
recognition and 

sympathy 

Make your papers, data, 
and codes freely 
available to all



Communicate with the public

Press releases
Giving talks

Participate to fairs
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Seasons
Sunset

Moon phases

Same is true in Europe, cf. Eurobarometers

So, be sure to know what your audience knows 
before engaging with them

And choose your words carefully



Talking with public/media

Come up with sound bites

“Looking at the data for the first time was one of those 
‘Wow!’ moments that happen only once or twice in an 

astronomer's lifetime,” says Giacomo Beccari. 



Talking with public/media

Metaphors

1 microarcsecond corresponds to viewing the shape of a 
golf ball at more than 8,000 km distance.

Don’t say “13.7%”... say “one out of seven”.
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Who? What? Where? When? Why? How?
Any good news story provides answers to each of these 

questions. 

When writing a press release or talking to the media,    
make sure to provide these answers.



Your success as a scientist will depend on how you write and talk

Learn from others – read and collect

Invent a new word

Tell a story

Proposals should contain 3 kinds of figures

Know your audience and adapt to it

Practice

Have a web site

Communicate with the public

Take-aways





Feel free to contact me should have questions or if you 
want me to come to your university/organisation to give the 

entire 10h course 

hboffin@eso.org


